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We report results from simulations of charge and energy dynamics in poly共para-phenylenevinylene兲
共PPV兲 and PPV interacting with C60 . The simulations were performed by solving the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation and the lattice equation of motion simultaneously and
nonadiabatically. The electronic system and the coupling of the electrons to the lattice were
described by an extended three-dimensional version of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model, which also
included an external electric field. Electron and lattice dynamics following electronic excitations at
different energies have been simulated. The effect of additional lattice energy was also included in
the simulations. Our results show that both exciton diffusion and transitions from high to lower
lying excitations are stimulated by increasing the lattice energy. Also field induced charge separation
occurs faster if the lattice energy is increased. This separation process is highly nonadiabatic and
involves a significant rearrangement of the electron distribution. In the case of PPV coupled to C60 ,
we observe a spontaneous charge separation. The separation time is in this case limited by the local
concentration of C60 molecules close to the PPV chain. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.1763145兴

electron-hole pair dressed by a deformation of the lattice.6
Time resolved studies of field-induced dissociation of the
polaron exciton have been performed in order to get information about, e.g., the binding energy of the exciton. In particular, it has been shown that the field-induced dissociation
is ultrafast and leads to the creation of a pair of oppositely
charged polarons on separate chains.7–10 Sariciftci et al.3
found a similar type of ultrafast exciton dissociation in a
PPV/C60 system upon excitation of PPV. In this case, the
dissociation occurs spontaneously, without an external electric field. The excited electron is transferred into the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital 共LUMO兲 level of C60 , a process which is found to occur at a sub-picosecond time
scale.11–13
The initial phase of charge transport following electronhole separation is included in our simulations. This initial
phase involves intrachain polaron drift or electron hopping
between C60 molecules. More extensive studies of intermolecular transport processes were reported previously14 and
will be discussed in connection with the results obtained in
this study.
The paper is organized as follows. The methodology is
introduced in Sec. II and results are presented and discussed
in Sec. III. Finally, a summary of our findings is presented in
Sec. IV.

I. INTRODUCTION

Organic polymers possess the ability to convert electrical
energy into photon energy and vice versa.1 In combinations
with the potentially high conducting properties they constitute an excellent platform for many applications such as organic light emitting diodes2 共OLED兲 and solar cells.3,4 While
the OLEDs have already entered the market, organic solar
cells still have a power conversion efficiency that is too low
compared to the inorganic devices.5 This is partly due to low
intrinsic charge carrier mobilities which leads to current
losses via recombinations. To increase the efficiency of this
type of device it is necessary to perform more profound studies of the processes that limit the power conversion. These
processes include exciton generation and relaxation, charge
separation, and charge transport. Here we study at all these
processes, but most emphasis is put on the exciton relaxation
and charge separation, where the latter is strongly dependent
on the first. It turns out that highly excited electron-hole pairs
are much easier to separate than the lower lying excitations.
We have also studied the effect of adding lattice energy to
the system, to simulate the effect an increased temperature
can have on charge separation.
Two ways to achieve charge separation have been simulated here, by applying an external electrical field to poly
共para-phenylenevinylene兲 共PPV兲 or by using the internal
electric field build up in a donor/acceptor complex. It is well
known from combined experimental and theoretical studies
that the lowest excited state in PPV 共as well as in many other
conjugated polymers兲 is a polaron exciton, i.e., a bound

II. METHODOLOGY

The Su-Schrieffer-Heeger 共SSH兲 model15 is the most
commonly used theoretical model for describing carbon
based -conjugated systems. Here we have used an extended
version of the SSH model which includes a threedimensional description of the system based on internal coordinates 共bond distances and bond angles13,16 as well as
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dihedral angles兲. Since the changes in the geometrical variables following excitations or charge transport are small,
these changes can be approximated with linear terms for
-electron hopping and classical harmonic terms for the potential energy of the  system. In order to keep a realistic
geometry of the system it is also important to include the
bond angles in the lattice potential. This is done by introducing a term in the lattice part of the Hamiltonian which takes
the energy increase caused by deviations from the ideal geometry of a sp 2 structure into account. A similar term has
also been included to account for the energy associated with
changes in the dihedral angles. For the  system, however,
the effect of these angles is very small. The hopping term
that describes the energetics of the  system is therefore
restricted to account for changes in the 共nearest neighbor兲
bond lengths.
The SSH Hamiltonian with an additional term describing
the external electric field has the form
H 共 t 兲 ⫽H el ⫹H E⫹H latt
where the electronic part is defined as
H el ⫽⫺

具

兺
nn

ĉ †n t nn ⬘ ĉ n ⬘ ⫽⫺

⬘典

具

兺
nn

⬘典

ĉ †n 关 t 0 ⫺ ␣ 共 r nn ⬘ ⫺a 兲兴 ĉ n ⬘ .
共1兲

All summations are over nearest neighboring carbon atoms,
here denoted by 具 nn ⬘ 典 , t nn ⬘ is the hopping integral between
nearest neighbor carbon atom n and n ⬘ and t 0 is the hopping
at a reference distance a. The actual interatomic distances are
denoted by r nn ⬘ ⬅ 兩 rn⫺rn⬘ 兩 and ␣ is the electron phonon coupling constant.
In the simulations which include an external electric
field E the following term has been added to the electronic
part of the Hamiltonian,
H E⫽⫺e

兺n rn "E共 ĉ †n ĉ n ⫺1 兲 .

共2兲

The field is constant both spatially and in time after a smooth
turn on.14
The rest of the interactions in the system are described
classically as:
Ĥ latt⫽
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共4兲

n

where q in with i⫽1, 2, and 3 indicate the x, y, and z coordinates of atom n, e is the electron charge, E i is the x, y, or z
component of the external electric field E, and  nn ⬘ is an
element in the density matrix. Since the system is close to its
ground state configuration, the term which includes the derivative of the density with respect to a coordinate
(  nn ⬘ /  q in ) is close to zero and therefore neglected in the
numerical integration.
The elements of the density matrix  nn ⬘ (t) are calculated
from

 nn ⬘ 共 t 兲 ⫽

兺k  nk共 t 兲 f k  *n ⬘k共 t 兲 ,

共5兲

where f k is the time-independent distribution function being
0, 1, or 2 depending on initial state occupation and 兵  k (t) 其
⫽ 兩 ⌿(t) 典 are the solutions to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation:
iប 兩 ⌿̇共 t 兲 典 ⫽ 共 H el ⫹H E兲 兩 ⌿ 共 t 兲 典 .

共6兲

In order to understand the behavior of the electron dynamics we introduce an expansion of these wave functions in
a basis of instantaneous eigenfunctions,  k

 k共 t 兲 ⫽ 兺  k⬘␣ k⬘k共 t 兲 ,
k⬘

where the instantaneous orbitals ( 兵  k 其 ⫽ 兩  典 ) are obtained
from the solution to the time-independent Schrödinger equation:
共 H el ⫹H E兲 兩  典 ⫽ ⑀ 兩  典 .

兺n 共  n ⫺  0 兲 2 .

Here K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 are harmonic spring constants accounting for -bond forces,  n denotes an angle in which
atom n participates, and  n is a dihedral angle to which atom
n contributes. All summations are over unique distances and
angles to avoid double counting of these energy contributions. The angles  0 and  0 are those of the ‘‘relaxed’’
ground state geometry 共see further below兲.
The equation of motion for the atoms is
M r̈n ⫽⫺“ rn 具 ⌿ 兩 H 兩 ⌿ 典 ,

where M is the mass of a CH-group 共or a carbon atom in the
case of C60). The solution of the equation is

共3兲

Transitions between the instantaneous eigenstates are
made possible by the description in terms of the timedependent equation, which is not possible for ‘‘adiabatic dynamics’’ with fixed level occupation. The time-dependent occupation number of the instantaneous eigenstate  k is given
by17
n k共 t 兲 ⫽

兺
k
⬘

f k ⬘ 兩 ␣ kk ⬘ 共 t 兲 兩 2 .

共7兲

This occupation number will be used to characterize the nature of the electronic relaxations in highly excited systems.
The values used for the parameters entering the equations introduced above can be found in Table I. The values
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TABLE I. SSH parameter values for PPV and C60 .

a

Parametermolecule

PPV

C60

t 0 (eV)
␣ 共eV/Å兲
a (Å)
K 1 (eV/Å2 )
K 2 (eV/rad2 )
K 3 (eV/rad2 )
M 关 eV共as) 2 /Å2 ]

2.66
8.5
1.398
99.0
70.0
200.0
134 931 260 1.0

1.91
5.0
1.438
42.0
8.0a/7.0b
200.0
124 484 533 7.0

for a pentagon angle.
for a hexagon angle.

b

were partly obtained from Mizes and Conwell18 for the PPV
and from You et al.16 for the C60 . Some parameters are new
and others are altered in order to fit experimental values of
the band gap and the bond distances. In principle, the parameter values should be different for different types of bonds in
PPV.19 However, for simplicity the same values of t 0 and ␣
were used for the different bonds in both PPV and C60 .
Different spring constants K n are used for the phenylene part
and the single and double bonds in the vinylene part. The
interaction between PPV-PPV and PPV-C60 is defined only
via hopping, which is set to 0.1 eV 共in PPV-PPV兲 and 0.2 eV
共in PPV-C60) between nearest neighbor sites on the two subsystems.
When optimizing the starting geometries of the molecules we minimized the total energy with respect to the
atomic positions in all three dimensions, with the constraint
to keep the molecular size constant, i.e., 兺 具 nn ⬘ 典 (r nn ⬘ ⫺a)
⫽0. For the optimization, the resilient propagation 共RPROP兲
共Ref. 20兲 method was used.
The value of  0 was set to 120.0° for PPV. For C60 the
pentagon angles were set to  0 ⫽108.0° and the hexagon
angles to  0 ⫽120.0°. These values are close to the ab initio
HF 6-31G optimized values.14 The reference dihedral angle
 0 was that of a planar PPV chain and, in the case of C60 , it
was set to make the faces of the icosahedron planar. The
exact values depend on the definition of a specific angle.
The atomic positions and the charge density were numerically integrated in time by solving the coupled differential equations, Eqs. 共3兲 and 共6兲 above. This is done using a
eighth order Runge-Kutta integration with step-size control21
which in practice means a time step of less than 10 as. The
‘‘global time step’’ is 1 fs.
III. RESULTS
A. Single and multiple PPV systems

The simulations presented here describe the evolution of
the PPV system following an excitation of the electronic system. The most relevant initial state geometry to use in this
type of simulation is the equilibrium geometry of the ground
state of the system. We will also discuss the effect of an
initial state in which some lattice vibrations have been excited, which simulates the effect of a finite temperature.
The first system to study here is a single chain with 20
repeated units 共158 carbon atoms兲. This is about the maximum conjugation lengths that can be achieved in a PPV

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the bond length order parameter for a 20 PPV unit
long chain excited from HOMO to LUMO.

compound. The results from the simulation, in terms of the
calculated changes in the bond lengths along the PPV chain
as a function of time, are shown in Fig. 1. The simulation
starts 共at t⫽0) with a vertical electronic excitation from the
highest occupied molecular orbital 共HOMO兲 to LUMO. This
excited state is delocalized over essentially the whole system. After ⬇15 fs, the excited electron together with the hole
in the HOMO level localize to the center of the chain and
form a polaron exciton with a width of approximately four
phenylene-vinylene repeat units. This extremely fast process
has not been resolved experimentally, but it was concluded
by Kersting et al.7 that the vibronic relaxations following an
electron excitation are much faster than the sub-ps timescale
which they could resolve. The dark region in the middle of
the chain defines the region of the polaron exciton. The geometrical changes in this region correspond to a local contraction of the lattice. The excess energy which is released from
the polaron exciton when it undergoes the rapid structural
relaxation is transferred to local acoustic lattice vibrations
that move up and down the polymer chain with the velocity
of sound.
During a first period of about 1.5 ps essentially no movement of the polaron exciton is observed. There is, however, a
considerable internal dynamics, the position of the electron
and hole wave functions change from side to side of the
lattice defect. The atoms within the region of the polaron
exciton are also vibrating but these vibrations are trapped by
the exciton22 and there is no collective movement of the
defect. After ⬇1.5 ps, however, the exciton suddenly starts to
move along the chain with a velocity of ⬃0.2 Å/fs. As suggested by Onsager,23 this motion follows a stocastical pattern, very similar to a Brownian type of motion and is caused
by scattering of the polaron exciton by the phonons that exist
outside the region of the exciton.
To further investigate the effect of these external
phonons we let the chain contain some excess initial energy.
This can be done in several ways, either by initially displacing individual atoms from their 共neutral兲 ground state positions, and/or by giving the atoms initial velocities. Both these
starting conditions will, after a few femtoseconds, result in
more or less the same type of lattice excitation, namely a set
of incoherent phonons simulating a nonzero initial tempera-
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but with extra lattice energy.

ture of the lattice. Here, the excess energy is introduced in
the form of random initial displacements of the individual
carbon atoms. The total excess energy which is added to the
system in this way is 1 eV or about 6 meV per carbon atom.
This extra energy causes the exciton to move within a shorter
period of time after the excitation, in this case in ⬃900 fs.
The bond length order parameter displayed in Fig. 2 shows a
very clear picture of a random motion of the polaron exciton
up and down the chain. It is also clear from this picture that
the amplitudes of the lattice vibrations are much larger than
in the previous case. Some of the vibrations are quite localized and originate from the region of the creation of the
exciton. In our representation of the order parameter, the
brighter regions correspond to an expanded segment of the
polymer chain. These regions bounce back and forth over the
chain with a speed of ⬇0.24 Å/fs, which for parameter values used here corresponds to the sound velocity in the system.
We have also performed calculations for shorter chains.
As one can expect, the polaron exciton starts to move faster
in this case. The reason for this behavior is that the polaron
exciton occupies a larger fraction of the chain and scattering
by lattice vibrations therefore become more frequent.
Similar effects can be seen in a system where instead of
moving one electron from the HOMO to LUMO we put an
extra electron in the LUMO and in such a way we create an
electron polaron. This situation corresponds to the case when
an electron is injected into the polymer chain either from an
electric contact or when the electron is hopping 共under the
influence of an external field兲 from a neighboring polymer
chain. The polaron will behave in the same way as the exciton but the time span before it starts to move is much larger.
In a simulation similar to that shown in Fig. 1 the scattering
time out of the equlibirium position of the polaron in the
middle of the chain is ⬃3 ps. This is natural since the excess
energy associated with the extra electron is smaller than in
the case of the HOMO to LUMO excitation, and there are
therefore less phonons that can interact with the electron polaron.
If we take the next symmetric excitation, the HOMO⫺1
to LUMO⫹1 level, the exciton is more delocalized over the
chain 共see Fig. 3兲. There are two regions along the chain to
which the exciton initially is localized. After ⬇400 fs these
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 but for a HOMO⫺1-LUMO⫹1 excitation.

two regions merge into one. This transition is associated with
an electronic transition from LUMO⫹1 to LUMO of the
excited electron and a corresponding transition of the hole
from HOMO⫺1 to HOMO. If we go further and excite from
HOMO⫺2 to LUMO⫹2 we get three regions in which the
exciton initially exists. The excited state has a life time of
about 150 fs before it relaxes into the HOMO to LUMO
excited state. The initial shape of the exciton reflects the
symmetry of the wave functions, which affect the geometry
according to Eq. 共5兲. The shorter life time of the exciton is a
result of a lower energy barrier for scattering out of this state.
The HOMO⫺3-LUMO⫹3 excitation first relaxes into the
HOMO⫺1-LUMO⫹1 excitation, which takes about 100 fs,
and then reach the final excitonic state of the HOMO-LUMO
excitation.
The polaron exciton generated by the HOMO⫺1 to
LUMO⫹1 excitation starts to move directly after this final
transition 共see Fig. 3兲. In this case, the energy released by the
electron during the relaxation process generates enough
phonons to scatter the polaron exciton and give it a nonzero
velocity. Note that complete relaxation to the ground state is
not allowed in our model due to symmetry restrictions. However, this dipole allowed transition is very slow, of the order
of microseconds,24 compared to the time scale of the relaxation processes studied here. 共Some transitions between
higher lying states are also only dipole allowed which might
affect the relaxation process slightly.兲 However, we believe
that our simulation gives a qualitatively correct description
of the fast excitation dynamics of PPV.
Above we have discussed the relaxation process in terms
of electronic relaxation and generation of lattice vibration,
i.e., thermalization of hot excitations. The vibrations that
couple most strongly to the electronic system are of course
those that affect the bond lengths 关see Eq. 共5兲兴, whereas
bending modes do not enter explicitly this type of coupling.
Quantitatively, we find most of the C–C stretching modes in
bands around 1400 and 2400 cm⫺1. The numerical values of
these frequencies are, as in the case of the sound velocity
discussed above, of course dependent on the parameters that
are used in the Hamiltonian 共see Table I兲. In our model we
have not optimized these parameters to fit experimental data
for these frequencies. Experimentally, these most predominant C–C stretching modes of PPV are found in bands
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around 1330 and 1628 cm⫺1.25 The difference between our
results and the experimental data is partially due to the fact
that we do not include the hydrogen atoms explicitly. Therefore, any contribution to the vibrational modes coming from
degrees of freedom associated with these atoms will be absent in our model. The effect of these errors in vibrational
frequencies on the results of our simulations is difficult to
estimate. Since the frequencies are too large in our model the
energy stored in the lattice is also larger than in the real
system. This indicates that the energy transfer from the electronic system, in the case of hot excitations, is too fast in our
simulations.
In order to include the effect of inter chain interactions
into our simulations we have performed studies on a system
consisting of two identical PPV chains, both with a length of
20 repeat units. The two chains have an overlap of five repeat
units and are electronically coupled to each other via a nearest neighbor interaction set to 0.1 eV.
The initial HOMO to LUMO excitation for the two
chain system is distributed over both chains and localized to
the region of the overlap. This localization reflects the spatial
distribution of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals. After a very
short time period, about 20 fs, the exciton is transferred to
one chain but still localized to the overlap region. With two
identical chains the localization to a single chain is arbitrary.
Otherwise, with two chains of different length 共20 and 16
repeat units in our simulation兲, the exciton appears on the
longer chain. Similarly, when exciting from HOMO⫺1 to
LUMO⫹1 we get an excitation localized to two different
regions, one in the middle of each chain. After ⬃400 fs the
excitation relaxes down to the HOMO-LUMO polaron exciton. In contrast to the case of a single chain, the energy of the
lattice vibrations is not enough to scatter the exciton out of
the potential well of the overlap in any of these two cases.
We need an excitation from HOMO⫺2 to LUMO⫹2 to get
enough excess lattice energy to create a mobile exciton.
B. Charge separation in PPV

In order to generate charge carriers by means of separation of the electron from the hole, we apply an external electric field to the PPV system. We use the double chain system
in these studies since intrachain electron-hole separation is
unrealistic.26 The field is applied parallel to the chain direction and is turned on smoothly so that the maximal electric
field is achieved within ⬇80 fs.
The field is first applied to a system which has been
excited from the HOMO to the LUMO level. From the studies presented above we know that this excitation will result
in a polaron exciton. For a field strength of 2.8 mV/Å there is
a nearly complete charge separation after ⬇300 fs. The result
of this simulation is shown in Fig. 4. As the field strength is
increased, the delay time is reduced, for 3.5, 4.2, and 5.5
mV/Å it takes 200, 125, and 100 fs, respectively. This dependence on electrical field for photo conduction is in accordance with experimental results obtained27,28 共and predicted
by Onsager23兲. For lower field strength than 2.8 mV/Å the
separation time gets very long, e.g., at 2 mV/Å there occurs
no splitting within 2 ps. A direct comparison with experimental data is very difficult to make since there is no infor-
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FIG. 4. Atomic charges in a system of two 20 unit long PPV chains excited
from HOMO to LUMO with an electric field strength of 2.8 mV/Å applied
along the chain direction. The sites along the two chains are displayed after
each other on one of the horizontal axis.

mation concerning how the field is distributed over microscopic scales. It is clear, however, that there is a lower limit
in the field strength for which dissociation can occur. Kersting et al.7 reported values of around 5 mV/Å in poly共phenylphenylenevinylene兲, which is in quite good agreement
with the results of our simulation, whereas Khan et al.8 obtained a threshold value of around 10 mV/Å in MEH-PPV.
Again, it is very interesting to see how an increase in the
initial lattice energy 共higher temperatures兲 affects the charge
separation time. We perform this study in the same way as
above, we add an initial average lattice energy of 6 meV per
atom 共1 eV per chain兲 and then start the simulations. In Fig.
5 is shown how the charge separation is affected. The exciton
dissociation occurs earlier for the system with more energy
but the electron/hole ratio converges to a slightly lower
value. This enhancing effect of temperature on photo conductivity has also been observed experimentally by, e.g.,
Frankevich et al.29 It has also been discussed by Arkhipov
et al.30 that the vibrational heat bath contributes to the escape
of the charges from the potential well formed by the superposition of the Coulomb and external field. An even more
rapid charge separation is obtained by increasing the excitation energy 关Fig. 5, curve 共c兲兴 to that of the HOMO⫺1 to
LUMO⫹1 energy separation. In this case the charge separation occurs within 100 fs. It should be noted that the addi-

FIG. 5. Net charges 共in units of ⫺ 兩 e 兩 ) for the two chains with a 2.8 mV/Å
field, 共a兲 HOMO-LUMO excitation, 共b兲 HOMO-LUMO excitation with 2
eV extra lattice energy per chain, and 共c兲 HOMO⫺1-LUMO⫹1 excitation.
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FIG. 6. The instantaneous occupation numbers for the simulation shown in
Fig. 4.
FIG. 7. Net charges 共in units of ⫺ 兩 e 兩 ) for the PPV-C60 system. The solid
line shows the net charge on PPV, the dashed line C60 in contact with PPV,
and the solid line with circles the second C60 molecule.

tional total energy is smaller in this case than in the case of
adding lattice energy. However, by affecting the electronic
system directly, the energy barrier for charge separation is
obviously much lower which explains the fast separation following the HOMO⫺1 to LUMO⫹1 excitation. This behavior has also been observed experimentally by Khan et al.8
who studied the flourescence quenching in MEH-PPV as a
function of excitation energy. They concluded that the
threshold field strength for flourescence quenching is lowered for higher excitation energies and that higher-energy
excitons are more easily dissociated into electron-hole pairs
by the field.
Using the time-dependent occupation number n k (t) introduced in Eq. 共7兲 we can get information concerning the
electronic degrees of freedom during the charge separation
process. These occupation numbers are displayed in Fig. 6 as
a function of time. As discussed above, n k (t) are obtained by
projecting the solutions to the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation onto the manifold of eigenstates obtained from a
solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation using
the instantaneous atomic positions. At t⫽0, these occupation
numbers are the expected, namely, single occupancy of the
spin degenerate HOMO 共orbital 158兲 and the LUMO 共orbital
159兲 levels. During the time interval up to 150 fs, there is
hardly any redistribution of the electrons among the different
orbitals, which indicates that the dynamical behavior up to
this point is an adiabatic process. During the period of charge
separation, however, the electrons redistribute significantly,
the hole moves from the HOMO to the HOMO⫺1 level and
the electron is promoted to higher lying orbitals. The extra
energy required for this redistribution comes from the external electric field. After the separation is completed, the electron distribution is again relaxed and corresponds approximately to the initial single occupancy of the HOMO and
LUMO levels. Note, however, that these levels now are localized at the respective chain ends and not in the overlap
region as initially. The very rapid electron-hole separation
following the HOMO⫺1 to LUMO⫹1 excitation can be understood from this picture of charge separation since in that
case, the system is already in the excited state which is required for this process to occur.

C. Charge separation in PPV C60

One way to separate the exciton without an external
electric field is to use an electron acceptor such as C60 . 3 The
C60 LUMO level lies below the LUMO of PPV. If the interaction between these two levels is sufficient it is possible that
the exciton on a PPV chain disassociate and the electron
moves onto the C60 with the hole left on the PPV chain.14
The systems we use consist of one PPV with 20 repeat units
and one, two, or three C60 molecules. First we discuss the
case of a single C60 molecule located at the middle of the
PPV at a distance of 4 Å. Exciting an electron from HOMO
to LUMO on the PPV chain leads to the creation of a polaron
exciton 共see above兲. Within a few integration time steps the
LUMO level of PPV will start to hybridize with the C60
orbitals. Thus, the C60 molecule is affected within a very
short period of time.5 However, the time for a complete
charge separation is much longer. The relaxed system
reaches maximum separation in approximately 1 ps. Similar
to the simulations presented above we have added lattice
energy to this system. This energy naturally lowers the barrier for charge separation but it also allows for the reverse
reaction. The result in this case is that the polaron exciton
moves back and forth between PPV and C60 . The extra energy in the system makes the hybridized levels move up and
down which causes the electron to switch between the molecules which has the lowest LUMO level. Evidently, in the
case of a system with only one C60 molecule, the system is
too small for the charge carriers to be able to separate completely.
By introducing one or two additional C60 molecules the
situation changes quite dramatically. The additional fulterenes are located in such a way that there is no contact
between these molecules and the PPV chain. The time for the
charge dissociation to occur can be seen in Fig. 7. The net
charge on the C60 in contact with PPV is shown as the dashed
line in the graph, the solid line showing positive charge represents the net charge on PPV. Evidently, charge separation
starts immediately after the electronic excitation. After 100 fs
there is a net positive charge of 0.4  charges on the PPV
chain. This rapid process leads to induced vibrations on the
C60 molecule, in agreement with experimental data.12 This
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but with a 2.8 mV/Å field applied perpendicular to
the PPV chain axis.

net charge increases up to a maximum value of ⬇0.8 
charges within 500 fs. After this charge separation process,
the net charge on PPV remains essentially constant. The
electron is transferred to the C60 dimer where it moves back
and forth between the two molecules. In the case of a C60
trimer, the charge separation is even faster, ⬃300 fs. Consequently, we have shown that it is essential to have a concentration of C60 molecules in the vicinity of the PPV chain in
order to separate the charges completely and within a relatively short period of time.
If we, in addition to the internal field between C60 and
PPV, add an external electric field 共possibly build up by using contacts with different Fermi energies兲 it is possible to
move the charge along the C60 system. The field we used
here was 4 mV/Å and aligned along the direction of C60
dimer which is perpendicular to the PPV chain axis. In Fig. 8
is shown the results of the same simulation as in Fig. 7 but
with this external field included. The net charge on PPV
increases with approximately the same rate as in the previous
case but slightly more monotonically. Initially the electron
transferred from PPV is shared between the two fullerene
molecules, but after 700 fs the external field drives the electron to the C60 molecule located away from the PPV chain.
Note that in none of the cases we have studied the charge
transfer is complete, there is always some residual fractional
charge of the electron left on PPV. This is a result of the
hybridization and delocalization of the wave functions over
the entire system. Again, if we go to larger systems, this
effect will be smaller and full charge separation is expected
in the macroscopic system.
IV. SUMMARY

An extended version of the SSH model which describes
three dimensional structures has been applied to dynamical
studies of excited systems including PPV and C60 . HOMO
to LUMO electron excitation in PPV is followed by a very
fast creation of a polaron exciton. The polaron exciton is
initially located in the center of the PPV chain, but after
about 1.5 ps it starts to move along the polymer chain. This
motion is caused by scattering of the polaron exciton by
localized lattice vibrations. By adding additional lattice energy to the system this scattering becomes more frequent and
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the polaron exciton starts its motion within a shorter period
of time after the excitation has occurred. We have also studied the dynamics following electron excitation to higher energy levels. In this case the electron relaxes down to the
HOMO-LUMO excited state and a moving polaron exciton
is created within 0.5 ps after the initial excitation.
In the second part of our work we study the dynamics of
electron-hole 共charge兲 separation in excited systems including PPV and C60 . In a system consisting of two coupled PPV
chains separation depends crucially on the strength of the
applied electric field. Below a field strength of 2.0 mV/Å we
do not observe any charge separation whereas at 2.8 mV/Å
charge separation occurs within 250 fs. The process of
charge separation involves a redistribution of the electrons
among the energy levels. This process is field induced but is
also strongly dependent on the lattice energy 共temperature兲
and the excitation energy. An increase in these two types of
energies both lead to a shortening of the separation time.
In excited PPV and C60 , finally, the electron-hole separation is observed to occur spontaneously. The process starts
immediately after excitation of PPV and is completed within
⬇0.5 ps. The efficiency of this process depends crucially on
the concentration of C60 molecules in the vicinity of the excited PPV chain.
With this quite detailed picture of the dynamical processes following electron excitation in PPV and C60 we hope
that we can stimulate further improvement of the techniques
to achieve charge separation in conjugated systems.
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